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idealized version of power, but also one of dependency, subordination, and messy struggles."2 The notion of asymmetry can help us observe phenomena connected to power differences, those cultural and political relations that occur in various regions of the world in very different contexts and scales, yet bear many resemblances. As a geometrical metaphor, asymmetry has been invoked to describe interdependencies of uneven stakes, when one partner's commitments, costs, or risks do not mirror the other's but outbalance them, whether in romantic love or political alliances, marital bonds, or economic relations. One party may be far more affected by the breaking of a commitment (as in marriage when society vests more power in men than women). This impacts on their relations and actions in significant ways.3 This chapter will explore some cultural and political asymmetries emerging from the reconstruction of the struggles with European identity manifest in the history of a group of Polish writers who after World War ii contributed to an émigré monthly review Kultura, published on the outskirts of Paris. The focus is twofold: the exiled writers' transnational intellectual relations and the notion of power that transpires in their letters and autobiographical works.4
Gathering exiled authors who lived scattered across the world but still wanted to reach readers in communist Poland through smuggled, prohibited, or restricted copies of an émigré review, Kultura had a significant impact on the development of a dissident political movement as well as Polish literary culture after the war.5 Its network of intellectuals contributed to the discussions
